
Open AI 
Assessment 
with Cloud Intel

Embrace the Innovative Power of Open AI !

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as a key enabler in modernizing businesses, it is a cornerstone of 

innovation with its advanced algorithms and machine learning capabilities. It excels in several key areas, 

including:

Partner with us and drive operational efficiency and productivity in your 

organization by adopting Open AI.
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Open AI has pioneered cutting-edge AI technologies such as:

Open AI helps businesses to scale and drive value through automation, acceleration, and enhancement of 

critical business processes.
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Embark on your AI Journey with Cloud Intel’s Open AI Assessment

As part of our assessment, we check your readiness and capability for AI adoption where it can create 

more value. Helps you with a summary of your current AI applications, workload categorization, and 

prioritization, and provides use cases for POC, roadmap, and strategy for migration.

You will get assistance and AI-based recommendations on the deployment and integration of AI solutions 

into existing systems and processes to ensure smooth operations.

Our Approach Discovery and Assessment - Understanding business needs, 

objectives, and challenges to identify areas where AI can create value

Strategy and Planning - Tailored AI strategies and implementation 

plan in alignment with the objectives

Roadmap and Timeline - Roadmap and estimated time to integrate AI 

solutions within existing systems and processes

TCO Analysis - Comprehensive reports ROI/TCO, Capex to Opex to 

ensure cost-effectiveness

Continuous Support - Ensures the success of AI initiatives and 

maximizes performance

Key Deliverables

▪ Discovery

▪ Readiness Assessment

▪ Prioritized Requirements List

▪ Personalized Roadmap

▪ Migration Strategy

▪ Business Value Analysis

▪ Benefit/Financial Analysis

▪ Security Analysis

▪ Sample Use Cases

▪ Detailed Report / Executive Summary

▪ Clear Next Steps
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